THE WILL
or that several prizes should be awarded in respect of various
sciences. The former seems the more probable, i.e., that one year a
prize should be awarded for physics, and in the following year for
chemistry, and so on.
One further difference between the two Wills should be men-
tioned. According to the older WiU the Peace prize was to be
awarded to the person who had most actively worked for the
establishment of " peace tribunals," while according to the later
Will the prize was to be awarded to the person who had " worked
most effectively in the interests of the brotherhood of nations,
the elimination or reduction of standing armies, and the institution
and popularisation of peace congresses." This Will then makes no
reference to a peace tribunal, and efforts to secure the establishment
of such tribunals render a person eligible for the prize only in so far
as they can be regarded as tending to promote the brotherhood of
peoples. It is improbable however that the altered wording
indicates any change of intention.
Meanwhile, although not departing from the main conception,
Nobel altered the provisions in certain points. It is possible that
he reflected upon the difficulty, not to say the impossibility, of the
Academy of Sciences estimating the relative merits of a discovery
in the realm of physics or chemistry as against an achievement in
the direction of maintaining peace. In certain matters he actually
changed his mind. Thus the Stockholm University, the Austrian
Society of Friends of Peace, and other institutions were cut out as
direct beneficiaries. He transferred from the Academy of Sciences
to the Norwegian Storthing the duty of awarding a Peace prize,
probably being influenced by his sympathy for Bjornsoa and other
Norwegian poets. Finally, his new interest in poetry seems to
have directed his attention to the Swedish Academy. The second
Will was made in November, 1895, that is during the period when he
was engaged on the drama " Nemesis." Another reason inducing
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